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                    Freedpeople’s Families in the Age of Emancipation

Dylan Craig Penningroth*

In 1937, Zora Neal Hurston wrote an essay entitled, “My People, My

People.”  In it, she tried to figure out who were “my people”: who it was that

constituted the black community.  What struck me was a passage in which she

talked about how Jim Crow segregation felt to middle-class African Americans.

“Some sensitive souls,” she wrote, “detest the forced grouping,” and “When

somebody else eats fried fish, bananas, and a mess of peanuts and throws all

the leavings on the floor, they gasp, `My skin-folks but not my kinfolks.’  And

sadly over all, they keep sighing, `My People, My People!’”  She concluded by

saying that whenever you find two people gathered together “who won’t agree

on a thing, those are My People.”1

Hurston’s pithy phrase expresses my approach to the study of black

families and black communities.  I look at the black family and the black

community as places where people both loved each other and argued, as places

of solidarity and, sometimes, places of tension and conflict.

I want to take us back to 1864, to the height of the American Civil War.

It was a time when thousands and thousands of enslaved African Americans

were running away from southern plantations.  Northern officers who saw

them coming into Union lines began to call the African Americans
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“contrabands.”  And the officers noticed, interestingly, that many of these

people were organized into groups they called “families.”

But those families weren’t what Northern officers thought a family should

look like.  A Union Army colonel in Louisiana, for example, wrote in a report, “A

`family’ of 205 persons came 30 miles to our camp” from a large sugar

plantation.  “They termed [their former master] `Old Cottonbeard’.”  The colonel

seemed to have expected all the members of a slave family to have the same

occupation: all field hands, for example, or all carpenters or such.  So he was

puzzled because instead this family, he said, included “nearly every species of

mechanic and artisan.”2  These families seemed much too big and too diverse

to be related in the way that northerners expected them to be.

Another example came from the Low Country, South Carolina, down on

the sea coast near Savannah and Charleston.  An elderly ex-slave named Roger

went to the Superintendent of Freedpeople on behalf of a large group of ex-

slaves, offering to forfeit their emergency rations.  Now in 1864-1865, in the

middle of the Civil War, this was a significant gesture.  People were literally

starving to death, and here was an extensive group of refugees offering to forfeit

rations.  Roger, the officer said, told him,

he had a family of sixty “parents”, that is, relations, children included.
He asked permission to take part of the land on the Oaks [a nearby
plantation] “to raise crop on.”  He said they would not require houses,
but put themselves upon “a camp,” that is, these little shelter-tents of
palmetto, and walk to and fro from the village to the Oaks – nearly eight
miles, through deep, sandy roads.  Mr. Soule [the superintendent] gave
his consent, and Roger’s “family” began to cultivate the fields…They
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walked to and fro, except the old persons and children who often stayed
in the tents, or else at the village a few nights at a time.3

What do you say about a family with sixty parents?  Most whites at the

time believed that black people had no family life at all or at least none worth

speaking of, so to them, stories like this made sense only if they assumed that

ex-slaves and the black community were one big family.  And in fact many

white Southerners thought that the black family was really just an extension of

their own household; that is, the master’s household.  One Louisiana woman

put it this way: “Without regard to class, age or anything else, they are nearly

all of one family and my own negroes.”4  She lumped all kinds of people

together into one family.  White northerners who went south during the Civil

War, like William F. Allen and Laura Towne, adopted similar ideas.

Historians today would see things differently. We know that family was

enormously important to African Americans in the 1800s.  We know that it

helped them resist the oppression of slavery and Reconstruction.  We also

know that it often didn’t fit the nuclear family pattern.  But to a surprising

extent, the scholarly literature is still vague about exactly what “family” meant

to nineteenth-century African Americans, and how it related to other social

groupings such as “church” or “community.”  “By the nineteenth century,”

according to one study, “kinship ideology and practices had extended to the

larger Afro-American community,” so that “for most slaves, family and

communal relations were one.”5  Another study suggests that among Virginia

slaves, “the [slave] quarter was virtually one extended family.”6  So the question
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remains: How should historians interpret evidence of expansive kin relations

such as black families with 205 members or sixty parents?

Looking for a new approach to the meaning of family, I have gone outside

the assumptions and interpretative frameworks of American history by

examining African anthropology and history.  The interpretive frameworks

developed by scholars of Africa help us illuminate the fascinating connection

between family, on the one hand, and property, on the other.  Far from being a

fixed fact, African studies show, being one of the family was something to talk

about, something to argue over; sometimes, even, something to hide away.7

Family was often less about structure than about what we might call useful

indeterminacy.  Moreover, because in Africa it was often possible to be both a

slave and a family member, examining slavery there opens up ideas about

power, about property, and about conflict in a place that is usually difficult to

see; that is, inside the walls of the family home.

That perspective helped me comprehend how African Americans

understood family and community, and how that understanding changed in

the years after slavery ended.   Between about 1862 and 1880, family and

kinship in general became extremely important to ex-slaves, not only as a

means of resisting white people’s oppression but also for their relationships

with each other.  And, in a time of war and mass migration, those negotiations

became more crucial than ever, as black people claimed their relatives and

brought home their cousins and uncles and sisters from their old masters.

They drew upon older understandings about the ties and obligations between
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children and parents, for example, or between husbands and wives, even while

emancipation changed the conditions under which those understandings had

been forged.

In the two examples above, kinship was both a way of claiming people as

part of a family and a way of claiming resources; that is, land and groups of

people to work the land.  The growing link between claiming kin and claiming

property and labor provided new options and new protections for a lot of freed

people in the South, especially children and married women.

But it also came with certain costs.  In the late 1860s, former slaves

began to accumulate more property than had been possible under slavery,

when of course masters claimed the lion’s share of their working hours, and

they began to assert claims to their kin members in a new way.  Along with the

tremendous expansion of kinship came uncertainty and sometimes conflict,

both between freedpeople and their former masters and among freedpeople

themselves.  What was a family?  Who belonged to it?  What claims and

obligations went along with being one of the family?  With so many ex-slaves

trying to unite or reunite divided families and with so much labor and property

coming under the control of the newly reunited families, the shape and the

meaning of family became a contested issue, something that got played out in

innumerable court cases all over the South.  In other words, ex-slaves in the

1860s and 1870s argued with one another not in spite of property’s  links to

kinship but because of them.
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The great expansion of kinship during the Civil War did not make

freedpeople into one big family any more than slavery had done for the

“quarters.”  Throughout the 1860s and 1870s, freedpeople took each other to

court over a whole range of issues, from domestic abuse to stolen property and

“knocking his horse down without any provocation.”8

My focus here, however, is on cases between husbands and wives.  For

women, the expansion of kinship was an ambiguous opportunity.

Emancipation created new opportunities for men and women to earn property

as a family.  At the same time, however, it upended the arithmetic of household

labor and claims to household property that they had relied on during slavery.

While slavery had swallowed up most of black women’s working hours, it also

allowed them to claim small amounts of property - not just against their

masters, but against their husbands as well.  They did it by displaying their

property publicly and by securing acknowledgment of  their claims.   Many a

married man stored the bulk of his property at his wife’s house, which enabled

black women to assert claims not just over the things they earned but over

their husband’s property as well.   That certainly led to arguments during

slavery.  But after emancipation, as couples began to accumulate more

property, the obligations and the definition, the very meaning of marriage,

became uncertain.  That in turn contributed to a number of disputes between

black men and black women.

The speed and depth with which the ex-slaves’ social world was

transformed during the 1860s created a good deal of tension between black
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men and women.  On the surface, what was at stake in the disputes was

resources: who’s going to work and who will get the product of that work.

What was at stake under the surface, in these disputes, however, was both

resources such as work and property and the marriage ties that gave them

claims on one another.

Many disputes resulting in violence focused on property that black men

and women had accumulated jointly.  The military court records indicate that

although passion may have struck the spark, the tinder for violence between

ex-slave men and women was supplied by a basic shift in power relations

within their marriages and questions about who would control women’s labor

and its products.9  The number of wife-beating cases suggests that some black

men felt they had a right to beat their wives in order to make them work and to

seize control over the property that spouses accumulated jointly.

A man named Prince Kennedy, for example, whipped his wife with a

wooden switch two weeks after her confinement for pregnancy.  He explained to

the court, “I whipped her…for jawing me. That was the only time.”10  George

Robinson whipped his wife Lavinia because, he said, “She had not attended to

[the] crop…Wife went off Sunday & did not come back till Tuesday 1/2 hour of

Sun.”11   Paul Frierson testified that Lavinia “is not an obedient wife.  Don’t

obey orders.  Don’t humble her self or civil her self.  Don’t go to work when

George tells her.”12
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The law seems the obvious choice for anyone who is being subjected to

this kind of abuse.  But the law actually offered ambiguous options for black

people.  Since formal laws and institutions like the Southern Claims

Commission usually designated a man as head of household, bringing a

property claim to such a forum tended to give black men legal claims to

property that women, men and children had actually produced together.  But

the law also created some opportunities for black women to reshape their

relationships with men and strengthen their claims to property somewhat.

A typical case was that of Nancy and Titus Bacon, in South Carolina.

The court found that they had “raised a large family of children together”

during slavery but now, in 1867, “Titus had taken another woman and was

depriving [Nancy] of the use of the better & greater part of four acres more or

less of land purchased by their joint earnings.”  So Nancy went to court, and

enlisted white witnesses to testify that Titus “was domineering, unfaithful, &

living upon the labor of his wife.”  Titus agreed “to give up all the land

purchased between them” if Nancy would give up her claims on him.13

Many white soldiers looking at these things laughed at freedpeople,

saying that they were not really married; that blacks’ marriages were only

“preten[d]ed.”14  Many black women, however, discovered that they could get

leverage for their claims by taking advantage of the Freedman’s Bureau’s

preconceptions about women and intense concern over their sexual morality.

If a woman could prove that she had been legally married to a man, she could

sue him for desertion or alimony and the Bureau would help her get her
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property back.  Although black men also took their ex-wives to court,15 black

women’s lawsuits represented a startling and brilliant use of the legal system’s

attitudes about gender.

It is probably no surprise that some image conscious black leaders -

editors and politicians - were anxious about how all of this might play out in

court.  The Richmond Planet, a black-owned newspaper in Virginia, said, “Stay

out of the Police court with your petty quarrels.”  The Savannah Colored

Tribune complained that it was “intolerable” for “colored women [to]…arrest

their husbands every time they have a family quarrel.”  As one black Alabama

politician put it, “All that is wrong - you can settle it among yourselves.”16  It

was better to keep the disputes inside the community, leaders believed, than to

expose them to the racist lampooning of white supremacists.

But many black people needed no encouragement to stay out of court.

In fact, rather than risk getting dragged into the white-run legal system,

African Americans used a wide range of extra-legal practices to negotiate their

disagreements.  They often kept their options open, pursuing their interests in

one setting and then going to another if it suited them.  When their husbands

tried to bully work out of them, some women just hit them back.  Mary Ward’s

husband, said a witness in one case, “told her that she had to go home & stay

there, that he was going to whip her after he got there, [but] she told him that

she would not go home with him…that if they started home [together] she

would Kill him before they got there.”  And she did.17
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Women often called upon their kin ties, getting a brother-in-law to beat

up an abusive husband18 or going to live with their parents when their

husbands beat them.  One soldier stationed near Memphis complained to his

superiors that his mother-in-law refused to move out of his house and that she

was the “cause of much trouble between himself and his wife.”19

Sometimes, women’s families stepped in without being asked.  A twenty

year old woman named Frances Ross testified, “Charles Reddick my father

came up while [my husband] was sticking me” [beating her with a stick] “&

raised a hoe over William’s head & threatened to kill him, if he struck another

blow.”20  Charles Reddick recalled what happened then. “He was beating my

daughter & I told him to stop…I told him not to beat her more, as he had

beaten her Enough.”  The provost judge asked Reddick if he was living with his

daughter and son-in-law at the time of the beating.

A: I was not.

Q: Do you consider it your business to interfere between him & his wife?

A: I did.21

As the meaning of marriage changed during the 1860s, parents seem to

have become the only people for whom it was socially acceptable to step in

between a married couple.  In contrast to Charles Reddick’s confident success,

an ex-slave named Mike, for example, spoke rather gingerly when he tried to

protect another man’s wife from her husband, and yet he ended up dead.

According to witnesses, an ex-slave named Alexander Black was out looking for

his wife that day and said that “if She did not go home he would whip her.
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Mike [who was no relation to either of them] said he should not whip her and

should not have a fuss there.  [Black] asked Mike `if he “took it up.”  Mike said

No, he ‘did not get in between him and his wife, nor no other man and his wife’

but he [Black] `should not whip her.’”  Black killed Mike, and told the court

that he killed Mike for what he called “interference with my family relations.”22

Such testimony suggests that in many black communities, a woman’s

family could “interfere between [a husband] and his wife,” but other people had

to be careful when “get[ting] in between” them.23   Women’s families helped

them fend off men’s expansive and occasionally violent claims to their property

and labor, but the same assumptions that allowed women to call on their

relatives may have isolated them from other people who otherwise could have

helped.

While nearly all former slaves counted on their families for protection

and for assistance, ties to family sometimes reinforced familial discipline and

created new sets of obligations.  Black women who fled from violent husbands

to protective families defined their power and their claims to property in terms

of kinship.  Where power was related to kinship, being one of the family

provided protective allies against the outside world, but it also raised the

possibility of subordination to insiders.

Such testimony reveals a complex world of negotiations among black

people - one that overlapped their struggles with white people but was not

subsumed by those struggles.  African Americans worked hard in the first year

of freedom to strengthen their families, buy land, and wrest control of their
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working hours from the whites who had oppressed them for so many years.

But the evidence of the military court records suggests that their lives after

emancipation cannot be understood solely in terms of accommodation and

resistance to white oppression, or as a shift from communal “African” cultural

values to the individualism of the American mainstream.24

The reestablishment and expansion of family networks after the Civil War

and the growth of property controlled by families meant that family became

more important to African Americans than ever.  The evidence of conflict

among former slaves does not mean that their families were weak.  On the

contrary, such conflict reflects the expansiveness of kinship after

emancipation, the strength of its claims on people, and the importance of

kinship for people’s access to property and labor.  For many African Americans,

emancipation created new opportunities for strengthening their families,

widening them to include dozens of non-blood kin and sparking myriad

struggles over the meaning of kinship.  Perhaps it was this coming together of

claims to kinship and claims to property, as much as the ending of forced

labor, winning civil rights and fighting in the army, that made the 1860s a

turning point in African American history.
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